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It's been months since Brian Sinclair, lead guitarist for the famous rock band Sinners, composed

anything. Unable to write the music that once flowed so naturally, Brian is lost without his musical

mojo. But when sexy psychology professor Myrna Evans comes on tour to study groupie mentality,

Brian may have found the spark he needs to reignite his musical genius. When lust turns to love, will

Brian be able to convince Myrna that what they have is more than just a fling, and that now that he's

found his heart's muse, he doesn't want to live without her?
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No cliffhangerStandalone though part of a larger seriesTold from both POVsMinor editing errorsThis

is actually the second time I have read this book. The first time I didn't realize how important reviews

are.To say this book is amazing is an understatement. The author did an amazing job of mixing the

most passionate love scenes I have ever read with a real love story. Neither overshadowed the

other.Myrna is a professor with a love for rock n roll. Brian is a rock n roll God. They meet randomly

and sparks fly immediately. What starts out as a bucket list experience for Myrna quickly turns into

something more.Due to her past she is hesitant to start a real relationship. Brian is a hopeless

romantic so you can only imagine how things go from there. Myrna can't even hear the words I love

you due to her horrible ex husband who butchered those three little words in her mind and made

them mean nothing. All Brian wants to do is scream them from the rooftops.This book had me

laughing and keeping my fingers crossed that love would win out in the end.This is a great series



and I can't wait to re-read the whole thing. On to Sed's book now.

Backstage Pass opens with Myrna exiting a conference where her presentation didn't go so well. All

she wants to do is head back to room and sleep, but then she recognizes the group of guys sitting

the lounge: it's her favorite band, The Sinners! Forgetting about sleep, she goes over to their table,

where she ends up hanging out with them for a bit, while making googoo eyes at the guitarist, Brian,

who is beyond drunk. She invites him back to her room, where he is in for a surprise! It's not what

he (or I) was expecting and it gave me a good laugh before heading into the sex department.There

is a lot going on plot-wise in Backstage Pass, which is not really something I'm use to in Erotica or

Erotic Romance. I definitely don't mind a solid plot in between the sexy times, but I did feel like there

was too much happening. Of course, at the center there's the romance between Myrna and Brian.

But there's also both of their personal baggage. Myra is divorced, and her ex-husband's harsh

words haunt her throughout the book. Plus there ends up being a Suspense Lite plot thrown in

involving him, which I could have done without. Brian is a rock star who wears his heart on his

sleeve and can't help but fall too fast, but he believes he's found his muse in Myrna. And finally

there's Myrna's research that may help save her career (a plot point I was very interested in, but has

no resolution!).Brian was the main root of my annoyance with Backstage Pass. I found him a bit

pathetic, since when we meet him, he's completely plastered because he was dumped. Then

several chapters later he spends an entire month drunk and mopey after Myrna goes back home.

They spent two nights together, and that's how he reacts? I had no sympathy for him, and for a

moment wished Myrna would stay away instead of getting involved with him. Brian also has these

manic episodes during their wild sex where he just has to start writing down the music, which was

interesting the first time, not so much the other times it happened. Also, rimming is not sexy; there

was too much of that for my liking.I did love some of the surprises sprinkled throughout Backstage

Pass. I was totally not expecting any menage, but I was very excited when there were two of them! I

was worried that Brian was going to fly off the handle, but thankfully, he didn't. But my favorite part

had to do with Trey. I won't spoil it, but I totally didn't see that coming and it made me a little too

happy but also made me go "awww! *sad face*" We actually get a pretty great introduction to all of

the band mates along with their kinks, without being overloaded with information.Backstage Pass

had some stuff I really loved, stuff I wasn't expecting (in a good way), and some really irritating stuff.

But I did enjoy it overall, and I think it was a solid introduction to the band. In the beginning my

feelings kept flip-flopping from awkward to sexy and back again, since some of the scenes were a

bit odd. Also, it started to drag and become repetitive in the middle before the plots showed up



again and moved the story forward. While I didn't love Backstage Pass, it certainly made me

interested in the rest of the series. I'm especially eager to read more about Trey and Eric!

Myrna Evans (35) is a College Professor who teaches Human Sexuality....and don't let the dowdy

name fool ya. Myrna is a real sex-pot. Sophisticated sensuality and blazing hawt. She's very

intelligent, witty, sultry and just plain fun to be around. And she don't take no crap from men. But

Myrna is emotionally damaged due to the abuse she endured from her husband...now EX-husband.

Giving herself to a serious relationship is not easy....she goes more for "fun" and not serious. More

of "in the moment" thing....until she meets Master Brian Sinclair of "The Sinners". He makes her

laugh...he makes her "think".Brian Sinclair (28) is the renowned lead guitarist of The Sinners heavy

metal band. He's known as "Master Sinclair
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